
5th Evolution

5th Evolution (5Evo) takes the wildly popular 5e game mechanics and applies 
them to new genres. 5Evo products are a marriage of comics and roleplaying.  

5th Evolution is intended for gamers who enjoy the 5E game engine
and would like to use it in other genres.

5th Evolution: Carbide City #1

Supers Adventure, Characters, 
and Source Material - Add 
Supers to your campaign. 
Includes a comic, playable 

adventure, pregen characters, 
rules for character generation, 

source material and lots of 
villains to continue your 

campaign. 

ISBN 978-1-948379-07-6

LXA02001

$11.99

Pages: 44 5th Evolution: WW2 #1

WW2 Adventure, Characters, 
and Source Material - Add 
WW2 to your campaign. 

Includes a comic, playable 
adventure, pregen characters, 
rules for character generation, 

firearms, tanks, and source 
material for your campaign.

ISBN 978-1-948379-09-0

LXA02002

$11.99

Pages: 48

5th Evolution: 80s Horror #1

A group of teens in 1985 get 
more than they bargained for 

- Add 80s horror to your 
campaign. Includes a comic, 
playable adventure, pregen 

characters, rules for character 
generation, source material 

and lots of monsters to 
continue your campaign.

ISBN 978-1-948379-08-3

LXA02003

$11.99

Pages: 34 5th Evolution: Whitechapel

A 5th Edition gaslight adventure 
to catch Jack the Ripper 

- Gaslight anti-heroes race to 
stop the world's most famous 
serial killer before he strikes 

again. Includes comic, an 1888 
Whitechapel sandbox 

adventure, and rules for 
creating gaslight heroes. 

ISBN 978-1-948379-13-7

LXA02004

$14.99

Pages: 48

https://limitless-adventures.com/


We've written a typical 5e adventure, 
but instead of publishing it in a book 
for one DM to read and run for their 
group, we've taken the encounters 
and placed them on cards. The group 
then divides those cards up among 
themselves and chooses the 
encounters that will make up the 
night's adventure. The encounters are 
divided into five categories: Combat, 
Puzzle, Roleplay, Skill Challenge, 
and Wildcard.
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The players then take turns running 
their chosen encounters for the rest 
of the group using the scenario guide 
book, controlling their character as 
normal. Adventures can be played in 
series, or on their own. 81 Encounters 
per box set offer multiple playthroughs.

Blood Queen's Defiance

Our first 5th Edition 3-adventure arc that requires no DM! 
- Blood Queen's Defiance is a 5th Edition campaign for five 

characters of 4th level. 

UPC 860002256306

LXA03001

$34.99

Box Set

Journey to Beryl's Reach

Our second 5th Edition 3-adventure arc that requires no DM! 
- Journey to Beryl's Reach is a 5th Edition campaign for five 

characters of 6th level.

UPC 860002256313

LXA03002

$34.99

Box Set

Valbrik's Silver Ring

Our third 5th Edition 3-adventure arc that requires no DM! 
- Valbrik's Silver Ring is a 5th Edition campaign for five characters 

of 8th level. 

UPC 860002256320

LXA03003

$34.99

Box Set
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